Arterial spin labeling (ASL) has been developed into a useful technique that is capable of noninvasively quantifying local cerebral blood flow (CBF) by using the water molecules in arterial blood as diffusible tracers. Pulsed ASL (PASL) is more strongly affected by the cardiac pulsation than Continuous ASL (CASL), because the tag bolus is shorter than the cardiac cycle in most cases. No reports have yet clarified the effects of multiple cardiac phases on the quantification of CBF in PASL when triggering is used. Fourteen subjects participated in this study. Peripheral pulse-wave-triggered (PPWT)-ASL was performed at various time-points at carotid artery (delay 0 ms, 2nd point, foot, peak and tail) and compared with non-triggered (NT)-ASL. Regions of interest (ROIs) were applied based on anterior, middle and posterior cerebral artery (ACA, MCA, PCA) territories and CBFs were compared among different time-points and ROIs. PPWT-ASL strongly affects CBF values compared with NT-ASL in ACA and MCA territories, especially when measured at the foot of the carotid artery flow phase. CBF_NT was assumed to be approximately between minimum and maximum CBF with clear statistical significance in several ROIs at several time points of PPWT-ASL, and CBF_NT was assumed to resemble "randomly triggered" PPWT-ASL. In conclusion, PPWT-ASL strongly affects CBF values compared with NT-ASL, particularly with foot of carotid artery flow in ACA and MCA territories. Abbreviations used: ACA, anterior cerebral artery; MCA, middle cerebral artery; PCA, posterior cerebral artery; PPWT, peripheral pulse-wave-triggered; ASL, arterial spin labeling; NT, non-triggered; PET, positron emission tomography; SPECT, single photon emission computed tomography; VFR, volumetric flow rate; MPRAGE, magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo; PR, pulse rate; Q2TIPS, QUIPSSII with Thin-Slice TI1 periodic Saturation; FWHM, full-width at half-maximum; ANOVA, analysis of variance; SNR, signal to noise ratio; CV, Coefficients of variance; ROI, regions of interest.
Text Introduction
Arterial spin labeling (ASL) has been developed into a useful technique that is capable of noninvasively quantifying local cerebral blood flow (CBF) with good spatial and temporal resolution compared with other imaging modalities, such as positron emission tomography (PET), single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), CT perfusion, and magnetic resonance (MR) perfusion (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . ASL uses the water molecules in arterial blood as diffusible tracers that are magnetically tagged by radiofrequency pulses.
ASL can be roughly categorized into pulsed ASL (PASL) (2,3,6,7) and continuous ASL (CASL) (1, 8, 9) . Several novel ASL methods have recently been developed and introduced to research and clinical examinations, such as pseudocontinuous CASL (PCASL) (10) , Look-Locker ASL (11) , and 3D GRASE ASL (12) . In most ASL methods, tagged blood is assumed to be delivered from the tagging region to the imaging region via simple plug flow. The magnetized, tagged blood eventually perfuses the target tissue, and tagged water spins exchange with brain parenchyma water spins in the capillary bed.
Flow in the carotid arteries is variable in the living body (13) , showing characteristics of plug, laminar, and turbulent flow. Studies of volumetric flow rate (VFR) waveforms in the carotid arteries have exhibited time-varying flow velocity reflecting cardiac phases (14, 15) . Dispersion of a bolus of blood in transit from the neck or cerebral arteries to the brain occurs due to the cardiac phase: transit delay of tagged blood is shorter in the cardiac systolic phase and longer in the diastolic phase according to the findings of a study of the two representative phases (16) . A previous study showed the transit delay in PASL is more strongly affected by the cardiac pulsation than CASL, because the tag bolus is shorter than the cardiac cycle in most cases (17) . No
reports have yet clarified the effects of multiple cardiac phases on the quantification of CBF in PASL when triggering is used.
The present study conducted PASL with multiple cardiac phases using peripheral pulse gating and evaluated the effects of cardiac phases on the quantification of CBF. We compared peripheral pulse-wave-triggered (PPWT) ASL with non-triggered (NT) ASL.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
All study protocols were approved by the local institutional review board and written informed consent was obtained from all subjects. Participants comprised 14 healthy volunteers (5 men, 9 women; mean age, 31.6 ± 5.1 years).
Imaging protocol
All subjects underwent MR imaging using a 3-T system (Magnetom Verio;
Siemens, Erlagen, Germany) with a 12-channel phased-array head coil. A pulse oximeter provided by the MRI vendor was set on the left finger to provide a triggering signal at the peak of the pulse wave. First, a magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence was used to provide 3-dimensional (3D) anatomical images.
Phase contrast imaging was conducted before ASL. The imaging plane was perpendicular to the common carotid artery, located 15 mm below the carotid bifurcation. The pulse wave in the common carotid artery was analyzed immediately using the software included in the MR scanner and each of the following time points of the wave visualized in Figure 1 were identified: delay 0 ms; 2nd point (midpoint between delay 0 ms and foot); foot; peak; and tail. Note that we arbitrarily named the end of the reflux wave on the carotid pulse wave as the "tail". PPWT-ASL was performed for each time point. Tagging was synchronized with the start with the trigger of each peripheral pulse wave. The pulse wave information was simultaneously transmitted to the MRI system. Phase-contrast imaging was also conducted after ASL measurements to clarify the differences in time points of carotid artery flow timing compared with pre-ASL measurements.
NT-ASL and PPWT-ASLs with the aforementioned delay times were conducted for all subjects. Phase-contrast imaging was performed again after ASL using the same conditions as phase-contrast imaging before ASL.
Imaging parameters
MPRAGE was obtained as anatomical images under the following conditions: NT-ASL and PPWT-ASL were performed using the second version of the QUIPSSII with Thin-Slice TI1 periodic Saturation (Q2TIPS) (6) . Imaging parameters were as follows: repetition time, 3000 ms; echo time, 14 ms; field of view, 256 × 256 mm; matrix, 64 × 64; slice thickness, 6 mm; interslice gap, 1.5 mm; 13 slices; partial Fourier acquisition rate, 7/8; TI1, 700 ms; TI1s, 1400 ms; TI2, 1600 ms; 45 pairs of labeled and unlabeled images; and scan times, 4 min 12 ms for NT-ASL, and slightly longer for PPWT-ASL. For quantitation, the following values were used: brain/blood partition coefficient of water (λ), 0.9 g/mL; inversion efficiency (α), 0.95; and longitudinal relaxation time of arterial blood (T1a), 1664 ms (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) .
Post-imaging analysis
Unsubtracted magnitude images were realigned to the first image of the series for motion correction using a six-parameter rigid-body spatial transformation and coregistered to the corresponding MPRAGE images using MATLAB 7.0 software (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) with SPM5 statistical parametric mapping software (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Control and labeled images were coregistered to the MPRAGE, then simple subtraction was performed. All quantitative CBF maps were normalized to the MNI space with SPM5. CBF quantification was conducted using an ASL data-processing toolbox (23) for NT-ASL and all PPWT-ASLs, which were named as CBF_NT, CBF_Delay_0, CBF_2nd, CBF_Foot, CBF_Peak and CBF_Tail, respectively. In the next step, all CBF files were smoothed with the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian smoothing kernel in 6-mm isotropic voxels.
All CBFs of the PPWT-ASL were divided by CBF_NT voxel-wise and named as CBF_Delay_0/CBF_NT, CBF_2nd/CBF_NT, CBF_Foot/CBF_NT, CBF_Peak/CBF_NT and CBF_Tail/CBF_NT, to illustrate differences compared with CBF_NT.
We adopted regions of interest (ROIs) based on vascular territory using a 3D stereotactic ROI template (3D-SRT; FUJIFILM RI Pharma, Tokyo, Japan). This software was designed to perform ROI analysis of the brain with anatomical standardization. This method allows ROI analysis of the brain with improved objectivity and excellent reproducibility (24-26). Cerebral regional CBF in the cortico-subcortical regions of each cerebral hemisphere was obtained using the 3D-SRT software. We classified these ROIs into three vascular territories of the anterior cerebral artery Results are presented with mean ± standard error, and P values according to vascular territory. CBF_NT and CBF of PPWT-ASL are presented in Figure 5 . CBFs of PPWT-ASL divided by CBF_NT are presented in Figure 6 .
CBF_Foot was significantly lower than CBF_NT, CBF_Delay_0, CBF_Peak and CBF_Tail in ACA, MCAant and MCApost (P<0.05). CBF_2nd was significantly lower than CBF_NT, CBF_Delay_0, CBF_Peak and CBF_Tail except CBF_NT of ACA and CBF_Peak of MCApost (P<0.05). Other P values were shown on Table 1 .
CBF_Foot/CBF_NT and CBF_2nd/CBF_NT werer significantly lower than CBF_Delay_0/CBF_NT in ACA and MCAant, and CBF_Foot/CBF_NT was significantly lower than CBF_Peak/CBF_NT in ACA ( Table 2) .
CVs of NT-ASL and PPWT-ASL were shown on Table 3 . Statistical significance was only seen between Delay_0 and 2nd of ACA (P= 0.0136).
DISCUSSION
There was a tendency for CBF_Foot to be the lowest, and for CBF_2nd to be In ASL imaging, a gap is inserted between the tagging slab and the imaging slices, due to imperfections in the spatial selectivity of the tag pulses (29) . Transit delays thus emerge to allow for the delivery of tags from the tagging region to the imaging plane. Transit delay has been known to vary with location (6) and physiological status (16, 18, 30) . Wu et al. (29) concluded that velocity-selective ASL (VS-ASL) with a relatively low velocity cutoff will be suitable for quantification in ASL imaging. Our results show that CBF_NT was higher than CBF_Foot, probably attributable to the transit delay of tagged blood during the foot of the carotid flow curve. On the other hand, CBF_Delay_0 or CBF_Tail may substitute for VS-ASL with a low-velocity cutoff, although a future comparison study is necessary. Moreover intravoxel vessels are also affected pulsatility since cerebral capillary pulsatility has been observerd in animal study (31) .CBF estimation in ASL is based upon the assumption that labeled blood does not contribute to signal, it is impossible to exclude the effect of capillary pulsatility on CBF estimation.
Significant maximum values of CBF for PPWT-ASL during the cardiac cycle were not identified in this study. If a maximum CBF for PPWT-ASL exists, the difference between maximum and minimum CBFs of PPWT-ASL could reflect vascular resistance or vascular reserve. We sampled only 5 time points of PPWT-ASL, and certain sampling errors and problems with the relevance of the sampling points may exist. Although PPWT-ASL with more sampling time points may offer a better approach to evaluating the effects of cardiac cycle on CBF, longer imaging time, motion artifacts, and fluctuations in the physiological status of subjects will remain controversial issues.
The duration of labeling time may have influenced our results for CBF with PPWT-ASL. A number of thin slice sinc saturation pulse was applied at the distal end of tagging region from TI1 until TIs in Q2TIPS (6), which assures the amount of tagged blood volume until TI1. TI1 was fixed at 700 ms in this study, and 700 ms of TI1 will be too long for subjects with relative tachycardia, and too short for those with bradycardia.
The proportionate of TI1 compared to PR may lead to equal distribution of PPWT-CBF, however, which would increase the signal from ASL itself. A very short duration of TI1 (e.g., 100 ms) would provide an equally proportional TI1, but the signal gain would be inadequate for analysis (19) .
Tagging efficeinecy is an important factor in estimation of CBF on ASL. CASL and PCASL are relatively vulnerable to tagging insufficiency due to multiple tagging pulse before readout, and the experimental data showed a significant correlation between labeling efficiency and flow velocity (32) . On the contrary, a 10 ms adiabatic inversion pulses is applied as a selective saturation which covers 10cm width below the imaging slab in PASL, tagging efficiency of PASL is less impaired than that of PCASL, and experimentally calculated tagging efficiency turned out to be between 0.976 and 0.978 even under flow velocity of 100cm/sec (33) . Arterial arrival time (Δt) also changes during cardiac cycle and affects value of CBF in consideration of pulsatile parabolic arterial flow (34) .
Several limitations must be considered in this study. ECG-triggered ASL is more accurate than PPWT-ASL, at least in principle. A longer T1 of blood and tissue at a higher magnetic field offers a better signal to noise ratio (SNR) for ASL (19) , 
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Figure 2
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